
Readiness Checklist

Product Info
Product Name, Project Name, Internal Identification Company

TeskaLabs Responsible person Phone Number
Customer Single Point of Contact Phone Number

Customer Product Owner Phone Number
SLA

RTO, RPO
Release to production (planned, final) Update date

Update Management Responsibility TeskaLabs 2016-08-26

SeaCat Production Readiness Checklist
SeaCat Client SeaCat Gateway Incident Management

Requirement
State

Requirement
State

Requirement
State

Mandatory SLA 99.9% Mandatory
Application Splash Screen check yes No Single Point of Failure check yes Known communication matrix yes
Reset Identity accessible during splash screen occurance yes Integrated to TeskaLabs Availability Monitoring check yes Known escalation paths yes
Reset Identity functionality check yes Periodical backup of operating system check yes

Periodical backup of SeaCat operational data check yes
Log rotation functionality check

Optional State SLA 99.99% State Optional State
Remote access to GW via SSH or/and VPN check yes TeskaLabs has access to SIEM monitoring yes
Integration to O2 log collector is done and functional yes

Recommended State Recommended State Recommended State
Used centralized class for HTTP requests handling yes Grafana server monitoring is functional & accessible yes Customer has access to SIEM monitoring yes

Grafana recieves GW stats informations yes
Disaster recovery excersise - full restore from backups

Environment Information
Info Values Info Values Info Values

Client OS platform(s): Operating system & version: SIEM identificator:
Client version: SeaCat GW version: Customer SIEM username:
Application identification: Backup periodicity: Physical access/address:

Backup start planned time:
Projected SeaCat GWs capacity:



Check Procedures

Mandatory Check Procedure SLA Description 99 99,9 99,99 99,999
Application Splash Screen check Is there a splash screen or similar function that prevents users to start using app prior client identity is established? Daily: 14m 24.0s 1m 26.4s 8.6s 0.9s
Reset Identity accessible during splash screen occurance Can user initiate an identity reset during splash screen phase? Weekly: 1h 40m 48.0s 10m 4.8s 1m 0.5s 6.0s

Reset Identity functionality check
Reset Identity button is somewhere in the app settings and it works like it is expected (clean up keypair, CSR, certificate). It results in 
new client identity. Monthly: 7h 18m 17.5s 43m 49.7s 4m 23.0s 26.3s

No Single Point of Failure check Shut down every component of the deployment one by one (after one reboots, shutdown another). Is it still functional? Yearly: 3d 15h 39m 29.5s 8h 45m 57.0s 52m 35.7s 5m 15.6s

Integrated to TeskaLabs Availability Monitoring check
If the Gateway is not accessible or the service is not provided correctly, TeskaLabs receives alert email about it. Confirm it with 
TeskaLabs SOC if the mail arrived.

Periodical backup of operating system check

Do you have daily backups of the operating systems created and accessible? Snapshots? Or the customer have it? Can we built new 
environment from the scratch from the backups within the Recovery Time Objective (https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Recovery_time_objective)?

Periodical backup of SeaCat operational data check

All SeaCat related parts should be backuped. Backup contains configuration (configuration files, Gateway private keys), CA (client 
certificates), Mongo DB + the whole ´/opt/seacat and other components? It is the backup encrypted? Can we built new environment 
from the scratch from the backups within the Recovery Time Objective (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recovery_time_objective)?

Log rotation functionality check
Inside log path (usualy /opt/seacat/lvar/log/ or /var/log/seacat) you should see periodically created .gz files. The file name should 
contains date of creation and optionally time. Is it right and is it active for longer time period (days)? 

Known communication matrix
All operational-related people should be known. With email and direct phone contact. Including position. It can be taken from project 
manager.

Known escalation paths
Is something goes wrong - do you know how and which person you have to contact in which cases (severity levels) and time intervals 
(to meet SLA)? 

Optional Check Procedure
Remote access to GW via VPN+SSH check Can you access remotely from your network to the deployed GWs? And do you have backup (any other person with the same acces)?
Integration to O2 log collector is done and functional Syslog and SeaCat logs are sent to O2 Syslog collector reguralry. You can check it in the SIEM access at https://sec.o2.cz 
TeskaLabs has access to SIEM monitoring Logs and findings/correlations are presented in the anagement accessible via https://sec.o2.cz

Recommended Check Procedure
Used centralized class for HTTP requests handling Look for openings of HTTP connections in code, if they are located in multiple files, centralized class is not implemented.
Grafana server monitoring is functional & accessible Grafana server shows all configured graphs. It is reachable from TeskaLabs network or via VPN or SSH. Data are actual.

Grafana recieves GW stats informations
SeaCat has triggers configured to send stats infos to Grafana. It is reachable from TeskaLabs network or via VPN or SSH. Data are 
actual.

Customer has access to SIEM monitoring Mail with customer credentials is in the Pipedrive and customer proves its access. It can see actual data.


